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 full indicator DF26The silo-safe-system from MOLLET is 
an entire („all inclusive“), completely 
independent protection system and the 
optimum safety for silos, which have to 
be filled pneumatically by silo trailers.

 blocking valve SFA  the electronic or 
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 controller S-EST

 signal horn HPW

 pressure detector  
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 demand- and empty 
 indicator DF23

 over / under pressure valve SEI

ATEX-Option

for all componentsDust

The basic module consists of 4 devices

 rotating mirror 
 beacons HLD

More extra equipment of the system 
with numerous supplementary modules e.g.

Ex type of protection1. The MOLLET silo-safe-system 
 protects from
 overflow of the silos 
 damage of the silo tanks and filter 

systems by overpressure or low 
 pressure (vacuum)
 soiling of the manufacturing plant
 incorrect filling

2. The MOLLET silo-safe-system 
serves for

 the working security 
 (the security and the protection of 

people´s health resp. of the workers 
and of animals - if necessary)

 the value conservation (protection) 
 of the plant (the safety and the 
 protection of goods)
 the environmental protection 

Silo overfill monitoring systemSilo overfill monitoring system
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